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The writer wishes to extejid to Dr. William
Malamud and Mrs. Irene Malamud of Worcester
State Hospital her sincere appreciation and
gratitude for their kind assistance and un-
failing interest in this Thesis.
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1. BASIC CONCEPTS OF PSYCHOSOMATIC MEDICINE
j
The present concept of Psychosomatic Medicine is the
outgrowth of several important contributions which were made ^
within the last forty years. They are; 1) The discovery by
Freud and his followers that symptoms of maladjustment may
develop from unconscious personality conflicts. These may
r
manifest themselves as fears, disturbances of thinking, etc.,i
but even more important for this- thesis, they may also mani-
;
fest themselves in organic disturbances. 2) The experi-
mental investigations, particularly those of Pavlov and his .
co-workers and Cannon and his followers which have shown thatji
I
in animals, as well as in human beings, emotional experiences
can produce changes in the physiological functions of the or-
ganism. 3) A series of contributions
,
the work of such men
|
as Kretschmer and Jung in the early twenties through to the
work of Davenport and Sheldon, dealing ?/ith the importance
of so-called personality types in influencing behavior and
physiological adjustment. 4) The contribution of a long
j
line of investigators leading to the concepts of the (Jestalt
School and to Meyer’s psychobiological concept, implying
that any manifestation of psychobiological activity must be
looked upon as an expression of the whole personality func-
tioning as a unit.
Much has been written on the question of why one person.
rj
a:j:ioiaaM ^o u!T':^'c/tOO oxbas
«x£j iii »tiioit3Hd olJ i?JUt>aorfv\,3i ^to Jq«»taoc Jnycd'iq 6ilT
ei)Bm cioltivi aaoiJjjCil'iXiioo 3aui'ioqini Xarttvsa lo Uimor^tno
\6 -^a‘’VC£»3lJ& •nl ( I ; 6*114 \&aT .3*i/8e\, \iiol Jesi »aJ iiiil^lw
r
\QiH ffaetj^exr(, tal.'ic lo <s^oiqii*\;8 JiifiJ aiftwoXXol sin LaB
S
V \aa &b»x1T ,B&oillnoo x^^iianoeioq Biioio&noons/ saoi't qoX©r®i)
,.0J© lo B60il£Cf*U/^fii6 ,81£9l 8i» B0VX©8indii^
-Xasm oslfl "iJOffl 'lO’l Jaa^io^^-'ni oioci a©v® Sisd
-iTteqxo ©xil (2 .esoasctaxii^exX orn-»5i'iC ai e®vr«8a©i£^ te©!
3 Xi* t€lvj8^ 1o BSO/iX , t aoi^BaX^aevai Is^nem
tBji n'fJOiie QVfi:i ilciitw a*i©w>oIIol aid Xae aona^O aneAioi^-o©
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zresponds to an emotional stress situation with gastro- intesti-
nal symptoms and another with cardio-vascular symptoms, etc.,
and there is much controversy over this point. Some investi-j
gators Relieve that the choice of the symptom is determined
by constitutional personality characteristics. Others be-
lieve tliat it is determined by traumatic experiences in early
childhood. Some think it is a pattern established on the
basis of identification; others emphasize the socio-psycholo-
gical setting which served as a precipitating factor. It
seems to this writer that all of these factors are of impor-
tance .
Psychosomatic medicine may be defined as ”the systema-
tized knowledge of how to study bodily functions in which
emotional processes are associated with and amalgamated with
organic processes to form a complex of specific patterns and
1
the treatment thereof.” There is no emotional process with-
out a concomitant physiological reaction, no organic process
without its emotional expression.
In psychosomatic disorders it is essential always to
realize that these organic dysfunctions and organic symptoms
are substitutes for an emotional conflict; in other words,
the person attempts to solve the conflict by becoming ”sick.”,i
1. Felix Deutsch, Social Service and Psychosomatic
Medicine, p.l.
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--une^o'ie aAli-’ as BexinoX ed v,i&? dniaiBea oiJ ‘xio' Oiio\a<I
dold^ 111 aaoisoojjl \lVoc vori lo o^XeXwonat Oasi^
j
d^iw &ao xliiw .ixjosaa 9ia s9T-;a900iq XAaoUoiflo .
aHitiiJ’uq yiii^aqa lo > a£q*aoo r. oi aeaoaooiq tiin«5jio
-uiiw a&8coiq lanoiiOiV.t ja 3X ourlT ^‘iiaraJaaii edi.
auooo'iq oinai^ic oa .aolia^ei IsoIjjOloXsidq ^riaiiuooaoo a ix/o f
'
.xioiaseiqxa Xaaox^oas aiti cfjLXodtivr
0? a’^XJ»X:> laXJuooaa vix ix a-tdiiOBid ©iJ »:jGX0xia'c«1 uX
Bjooxqxi*^© oxj3^,ic JLi.’w ouo i ' «juXl ^ >cL oxA8!§io wediii ‘tv-ilci d:2iXai?i -
- I
,ajt>*xow loxlvO ax ;JsiI.:iiOc XaiioijGna& aa lol sduxi i "*2 i*xt£ »18 ^
",Xoi8” saIuOi;©J \d loiXlaoo edi avlo& oi Aociaq
^ •Il«moeodo\:3? iaa aoXvieii X«xgg£ ,xi©aJx/©(T xxxa'^ •£
.X.q ,9ni«iX)«K
Thes* somatie phenomena which reveal emotional processes iiave
been called "organ language"
,
which means that "some func-
tions of the body are used to express a non-verbalized emo-
2tional process."
The individual may use almost any of his inner organs
as a response to his emotions. He may react with his re-
spiratory system, his cardio-vascular system, his genito-
urinary system, his endocrine functions, etc.
Other people will resolve their emotional tension by
reactions in their gastro-intestinal system. They will
develop loss of appetite, indigestion, gastric stomach
ache, perhaps vomiting, or dysfunction of the bowels
either in constipation or diarrhea. These functional
disorders have the same symptoms whether they are pre-
cipitated by an organic illness or by an emotional pro-
cess; the specific symptom depends on the emotional
needs of the individual. This means that the organic
dysfunction may take the place of the emotional ex-
pression to such an extent that it may become the only
expression of the emotional process. The individual
may not be aware either of the inner tension or of the
connection between his disorder and the emotional situ-
ation.^
With this as a background, it was felt interesting to
to undertake a study of gastro-intestinal cases seen at a
psychosomatic clinic.
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11. PURPOSE ARD SCOPE
There has eome to he a very strong feeling among psy-
chiatric investigators that a great variety of somatic symp-
toms may develop either altogether or partly on the basis of
psychogenic factors and that a large number of illnesses
previously considered as being of a somatic origin alone may
develop on the basis of personality problems and emotional
conflicts. In a general way it is also known that in the
configuration of etiology, constitutional predisposition,
personal developmental occurrences, and social stress situ-
ations may combine to produce the symptom complex. Various
investigators, however, differ on the relative importance of
these three, both in determining the development of psycho-
somatic disorders in general or the choice of the particular
organ systems involved. It is obvious that a clarification
of this q.uestion is of great importance in the understanding
of the dynamics of these disturbances, in their treatment,
and eventually in establishing preventive measures.
In this thesis an attempt will be made to investigate
systematically a series of patients suffering froai gastro-
intestinal psychosomatic disturbances and treated at the
Psychosomatic Clinic at the Worcester City Hospital. Parti-
cular emphasis will be placed on the social developmental
history, the type of personality traits, and the social
M • t
K
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aril ai sTarfJ aroa^ &3 X 3 al lx *^bw I*fX6aes ® “X .eloXXiaoo
, ao iliaoqaxJbS'iq XanoUx/; liaaoo ,%3oXoilo lo aoil.'soi/sllaoo ;.
-xrlLa suo^lfi ial^^oe iiiia , seoae^iLOCo XaJaexnqGX^voX Xraoai&q ;
BjjOx'iBX .i^X^jioo iaolq 3\.a o.il aoifXoaq o3 eaidraoo \ufin saoi^a
lo »£>a aJaoqiBi evllaXai. ©Jl bo 'ti»Hx5 ,a©V'?vcil , ^'tolag^ilsaval ,
lo cr fi©iaqoX»vsiJ un*XoX«J& al lilorf < ©oxril ©esrfl
eJX lo doxoilo wao xO iil a as/) *10 a 1-5 olXainoa
aoil soxlxa&X'C s laiil aiik i*udo ai II .i)6vIovax a^aolti^^
aill ax doa&^xoqml lo al aollaexxp axiil lo
.Xn^mlBoiX 'xi'ixll nx
,
sBiifiBiiix.'i'uliJ ^eed-t lo aoXaiaav^i axil lo
^
,ae*xxratt©;a t»Tilaov67-cj j^riiiialXdBla© al \,-^-^®0'taav5 5aa
elj^gxlgavai ol eJbjam 00 Xllw Iqi'ialla iim aiaaul Dxxl^ al
y
-O IXSBS a.0 ii' salaallaa 30 ri©l:»-t5q lo 3©Xi;©a a \,Xl 80 iv
a.Xl js JbBTBB'i^ i>nB a^onwoii/laifi tlls;!ioaoxi0'\t8q I; ailtt©Xal
-xXiBl *IslXqaoH 10 -jalgeoaoW gi:j Ib oiaXXC oil ^raoaoxloxa^
XiiXa©iaqo£9?©.5 Xaiooe ©xic ao i>©o‘^Xq ®tf iXXw «i^. f>4iqfli9 *ifc»Xxrs>
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stress situations in the lives of these patients to discover
similarities or differences to be found in this group. By
going into their family histories, developmental background
and social milieu, and the factors v;hich seem to have pre-
cipitated the present illness, the writer will try to dis-
cover what are the factors which seem to be of etiologie
significance. Emphasis will be placed on the existence of
somatic factors in other members of the family which may
have been significant in the patient's early life, and on
the patient's life-long reaction to illness or disease in
himself as v/ell as the reactions of his family.
Thirteen cases have been studied primarily on the basis
of social histories. These eases do not represent a random
sample but have been selected on the basis of a diagnosis of
a psychosomatic condition of a gastro-intestinal type plus
the factor of availability, that is, whether they were at-
tending the clinic and would be cooperative in such a study,
The writer attempted to study fifteen cases but discovered
that the number of clear-cut gastro-intestinal cases was
limited although they are reputed to be among the most com-
mon psychosomatic difficulties.
Social histories were obtained from the patients and
their families by personal interviews. The histories were
then analyzed to determine the nature of the family set-up,
the patient's personality over his lifetime, his adjustments
t ^
n*Y0 C 3 ii> 0 ^ lo 2*vXI ni enoUai/^tis dBei^s
\£ .Qx»oi8 aliiJ i ,£iajj'ji ad oi eftonaiiilllfc 'xo Jlialimla
'
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^furo i;jjioao ,8»iioteiii \iiiZAl 'iladJ o^ai i^Io^
I /
-9ivj evrril od" (Dcaa i jo:w a ioJoa*r oiiJ i lus .irelXia Xsioo"^ i)aa .
*»*
-axti Ow >c’xd rCifli laJlTV 9iid ^aaanXXi ineae*iq ©lid Xjei’ad^iqlo
oJtj^oXoi^a to ac od^ laaaa jiloliiA AioioA'l fnl^ eiB d^Bjdw lavo®
lo j^OTidXdlJce t*uJ AJO jjdoaXq ad XXiw aiaailqiaS . eouBoX^Xa;^Xe |
„
^Xita.il axij “io auacfiusoi idjlJo ai 3*x0v oal alda/floa i
no l)na
,
9\il ‘•^X'lae a’^naiJ/^q &di nl J^iiaoX'tiXLai-B uaad ©v*^
oi ®8 .e© 3 li *10 ©aaniXi oJ noxioasia ^-x-o'XiX s^'iuaidBq 9d‘^ •
.\XXaal sX4 *o BQoi^oao'x &xl^ na XXsw as iXasrald ^
t
fciaad ®ilw no j®iXata noea ©v,id asaao nas^iXAi^
raciJnu'i B 0 nd>,et?*sq©*x Xoa 0-5 tiesa® ©eoJl .ciylio^aJri Xaiooa Xo
lo 3'xaon^aiXi a Xc ^Xe;?o axlJ no Xe^o«X©3 naeo avisxi Jx;d ©Xqciaa '
ex^Iq laaxXesini-O'id’aB:?, a Xo aciXiJinoo oixmoaoxlo’CBq a
-XB ©-lov, laxl^dxly. ,3l d-erid- , t3 xXldalxx^/a Xo ic^oai exlX .
B JP -doija ni ©vXi'airqooo ed xXxro''*' Xna oiai.& ©xlX jaXi^aad'
X>fe'iOvoi#® XI) dad a©aBo ^£od& od fisJqciddS'B a©3i*iw ©ili
. \ a«w aaaao Xanidaddni-cao aag dao-iosXo lo nUcaxm e.Id dadd
-L109 dlld ^iiOfia ed Ledx/qei ©'la '{eijd ii't>JJOndXa JiedifaXX
xdliixilXii ©i- «;aoaoxlo'^,aq iioia
hiiii iduuidaq eild iiao'i'l n;>niiaido ©'lav.- adiiodsixl X«<loo3 ^
1
©new ;^©l-icd ?-iii ©d? .sweiv'it-dnX Xnnoaiuq xd aeiXiaiaX ilexid
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ofliiJeliX iin '{.j XX ^ncc.t©q a’dasidaq ©tfd
in rarious spheres, social, school, employment, etc., his
previous illnesses, his military adjustment, and the pre-
cipitating factors of the present condition. Also included
were psychiatric findings, medical reports, types, duration,
and results of treatment, and, wherever possible, results
of psychological examinations.
Because the clinic set-up is the background against
which these oases were studied, the writer felt it important
to include a short description of the history and organi-
zation of the clinic.
r: V, ••Tv?>n
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111. HISTORY AND ORGAIUZATION OF THE PSYCHOSOIIATIC CLINIC
The Psychosomatic Clinic of Worcester City Hospital was
organized in 1940 by Dr. William Malamnd, then Clinical
Director of Worcester State Hospital. It was felt that a
Clinic of this type would serve two major purposes in re-
lation to the work of the state Hospital. Since one of the
goals of psychiatric practice is that of prevention, it is
very important to have an Out-patient Clinic related to the
State Hospital but located outside the hospital, preferaDly
in a large general hospital. This provides a source of re-
ferral for cases of personality problems either not serious
enough to warrant commitment to a Mental Hospital or early
enough in the disease process that imraediate treatment might
head off ultimate breakdown.
At the same time, cases of this type should be avail-
able in the training program for psychiatry so that men com-
ing to a State Hospital for training would be able to gain
experience 7/ith the multitude of relatively minor maladjust-
ments which are so discomforting to the individual and which
interfere with the efficient functioning of himself and the
group.
In its beginning the Clinic consisted of Dr. Malamud,
another psychiatrist, one psychologist, and one volunteer
social worker. It began as a referral clinic from the other
% * • ^
OlrUtlO DnAUOtO>^;;y2I C£B1' ?0 ^^OIIISIFAOHO CKa Y^iOTSIH .IXi
SAT. iBJiqaoH oinxXO oi;^ axiotcuw'ce'I •)!!?
iBoiciiXO QBif*? jriXXiW *^C Oj^CX *ii
i -
'J B JBiiJ ^XeY 8J3W .iBJiqacK bXflcJB -xa:^a©6*iOrf lo lO^osiXC
Hi edao^TU/^ 'to(,flL3 ct'T aviaa fcXi/o'af aidJ Yo oiHiXD
erlJ lo 6 fl0 ©otiiE .Xaiiq^aoH odv lo iaov ©il- -o;t aol^fiX
•
si ii , iiOii*i©ve‘i(i '^c -uX ei>ioujtf'i<i oiiv »*xu o\aq Yo sXbob ,
l-‘
dil;^ oi bo^aXam oXhxXO iaaxJ fiq-i-xrO fiB ava*/ 03 inMt^iaqal ^
xXaa'xa^aiq ,X£4lqaoii ailJ' ecxa^xro bsiaool iuo XaJiqeoH e^a^3
-ai yo aoix-Ot: s aabivoiq diiV£ .Xa^xqsod Xsiryaas sS'xbX b ax
QXfoiaea ^on -laiiii© siuaXco'iq \j‘xX4a<>a‘iaq io aaaao T;oi Xjaial
* *
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^itca Xai^iq*oH XfiJiiaM a cJ xasjsiicuaos i’Uix'i'iOT iij^oua
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-Xiaira oc bXx,oiia «<r<,*r Yo sasao ^a^ix aiJiae
*.iTabo aoia iprii' 08 \ii6x4s)’v.‘^Q jjainiBii' ai aXrfB
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erii- bfi/i 'lles^nld lo ^^ilzoitoajJ'i. ^aalcii a axi^ liilw aioY'ioJ’ai
.qi/oi®
,i)iAafiX«M .Id ^0 Aw^Riaxioti uiaiXC *»4i j^iaiiiaatf s^-l al
isa^^ai^Xov aao u> , 3 a'isoXc49\;aq ®ac , ;^aixiaiii£f\aq laiiJoaB









oliiiicB in Worcester City Hospital. Although the Psychoso-
matic Clinic is housed by and operates under the rules and
regulations of Worcester City Hospital, it maintains a cer-
tain autonomy in that its administrative policies, e.g.,
what types of cases to admit, are determined by its staff
which is drav/n from Worcester State Hospital personnel. The
Psychosomatic Clinic has eontinued to accept referrals from
the other Out-patient Department clinics; and in turn refers
its patient to these clinics whenever it is deemed advisable
for medioal eonsulatation. It goes without saying that this
kind of cooperation is of particular importance to any psy-
chosomatic clinic.
As the war got under way and more and more men were
discharged from the Military Services with various person-
ality problems and psychoneurotio symptoms, it was felt that
there was a community need for an agency to deal with these
veterans. Hr. Herbert Scarles, director of Soldier»s Relief,
expanded his program to form the present Veterans* Service
Organization, a municipally operated agency offering assis-
tance to the veterans in a variety of problems. Since the
health problem, both physical and mental, was very high in
incidence, it was q^uiekly recognized that Clinic facilities
must be arranged. Mr. Scarles met with representatives of
different hospitals and agencies and asked them to cooperate
with his expanded program by acting as consultants.
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r -n*
The Psychosomatic Clinic offered its services as a referral
possibility to Mr. Scarles.
Shortly before this time the Research Service of Wor-
cester State Hospital had undertaken a study program of psy-
chiatric problems among discharged servicemen. It was soon
realized that this study program was not broad enough, that
it was lacking non-psychotic material and should include the
psychoneuroses. Therefore Dr. Malamud and the Psychosomatic
Clinic were doubly glad to cooperate with Llr. Scarles in
order to get a more complete picture of the psychiatric pro-
blems among the Veteran group.
Prom 1943 until recently the Psychosomatic Clinic was
the sole psychiatric service facility for veterans in the
city of Worcester and the surronding small towns. It was
shortly found that the Clinic was inadeq,uately staffed for
this increased case load, especially in the area of social
ervice. Because this program was basically one for the
whole community and because the aim of the Psychosomatic
Clinic was to help these men to readjust to the community,
it was felt that more comm’unity participation in this pro-
gram was essential. Conseq,uently
,
social agencies were dram
in, particularly to help carry out case work programs. This
led to contacts with Red Cross, Family Service Organizati on
as well as Veterans’ Service Organization. They, in turn,
began to refer eases to the clinic as well as accept re-
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referrals from the clinic
As time went on the need was felt for even broader com- i
munity resO'orces and community participation. It was con-
sidered important that more and more lay people understand [
the work of the Psychosomatic Clinic. An intensive educa-
|
tional job was undertaken. There were a series of public
[
[
lectures, round table panels with personnel managers and em-
,
ployers in industry, seminars with ministers, lectures to '
many women's organizations, and a few radio programs. This
[
educational program included such points as what a psycho-
|
somatic disorder is and the value of a psychosomatic clinic.
;
It was hoped to help the community understand that those men
are neither "crazy” nor malingerers, that there is no shame
attached to a psychosomatic disorder, and that the illness
can be just as real, painful, and disabling as an organically
I
caused illness. Particular emphasis was placed on discus- l;
sion of the early symptoms and the need for earlier referralj
so that these disturbances could be treated before they be-
j
I




Because of this tremendous emphasis on the veteran, the
,
l|
clinic has seen almost all the veterans who have been dis- II
!i
charged with psychiatric or personality disturbances, making
I
it an excellent source for the writer's thesis material. I
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expand and provide psychiatric care for the veteran in the
community. Conseq.uently for the Psychosomatic Clinic the
load of veterans as such has declined. Now the clinic has
expanded to include non-veterans children, women, and es-
|
pecially older people.
About eighteen months ago it was found that the one
clinic a week on Thursday afternoons was not s'officient, and'
a second clinic on Tuesday evenings was begun. The latter
does not accept new admissions but is an intensive therapy
clinic for a few patients by appointment. The staff of the i
i'
Thursday afternoon session consists of six psychiatrists,
two social workers, and one psychologist. In both sessions i
the clinic is staffed by Worcester State Hospital personnel
|j
with the exception of one private psychiatrist who donates
f
his services to the clinic. The social worker does the in-
^
take work and is the coordinator within the clinic, with
'I
other clinics of Worcester City Hospital, and with the social
agencies. She also serves in securing additional history in-|
formation and as an interpreter of the clinic's services to
i
the patient's families, and, whenever possible, carries out
j
a ease work program either alone or in an advisory capacity
I
with another agency. i
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One case is presented in detail for the purpose of en-
ii
atling the reader to see a typical life history and person-
j
ality pattern of these patients.
A twenty-five year old white, American, married male, a
j
I
discharged Army private was referred "by a Veterans’ Vocationalj.
Guidance Center. On admission he was suffering from attacks i
of colitis, accompanied dy states of depression with tension '
I,
and irritability between attacks.
f
I'
The patient was an only son and ten years youne:er than
I
his only sister. The father, whom he does not remember well,i
is described as having been "nervous”, alcoholic, and subject!
to many gastro-intestinal difficulties. When the patient
[
was five years old, his father had a fainting spell or a con-'
I
vulsion in which he fell against a window, cut himself, and
)
I
bled to death. The patient, who was the only one home at thej
time, discovered his father when he awoke that morning. He
j
had tremendous anxiety and guilt connected with this episode,
|!
feeling that had he been able to help his father he could '
have prevented his death. ji
li
After that time the household was ruled by the mother ;i
and the older sister. The former is an aggressive dominating!
person who suffers from essential hypertension, and who is
j
scrupulously clean, almost to the point of being compulsivelyl
10
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so. The sister suffers from many extreme phobias and also
j!
has gastro-intestinal symptoms of "nervous stomach" and coli-!
1
;
tis. Their attitude towards the patient was solicitous and
|
protective on one hand, domineering and exacting on the
The patient was strictly and severely toilet trained
and his mother had always exliibited a good deal of interest
in his bowel movements. He was, however, eneuretic until :
adolescence, and was punished severely whenever he wet the
j
bed. 'VLen at the age of seven the patient suffered a uead
:
injury, the mother, who was a practical nurse, began to pay !
even more attention to his physical condition, stressing
particularly the gastro-intestinal functions. The patient
was over-protected and was seldom allowed to play with other
children. If he got into any kind of a fight he was severely
spanked and so he learned to fear and to run from any expres-|
i
sion of aggression directed at him. The patient »s school ad-
justment was q.uite poor. In high school he was a continual
;
disciplinary problem and was finally sent to a private school
Following graduation from the preparatory school he went to ai
small southern college despite his mother *s desire that he
remain at home near her. Here he sought out many girl frie
j
whom he used as a means of getting status. His grades were
poor, he became sexually promiscuous, and he withdrew in the
middle of his second year rather than be asked to leave.
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until he was drafted. He developed a great hatred for a fel-!
low worker to whom he considered himself superior and act-
ually carried ammonium hydroxide with him as a possible de-
|
fense tool if they ever engaged in an argument. Throughout I
his entire experience here, patient resented authority, al- i,
r
though if left alone he was a very conscientious worker.
i
ii
At the age of 19 he married a woman who had been mar-
||
ried once oefore and who was eight years his senior. His
|
relationship with her was very much like that with his mother
'
I
and sister. The patient’s wife was two months pregnant by
l
him when they were married and patient felt ambivalent about
Igetting married. His mother disapproved very strongly, tried
in every way to stop the marriage and to this day will not
visit the patient’s wife.
i
j
Patient was rejected six times by his draft-board be-
|
cause of psychoneurotic systems of gastro-intestinal diffi-
|
culties, excessively fast pulse beat, headaches, nervousness^
etc. On the seventh time he was drafted. He served in the
||
Chemical Warfare Service and carried over his resentment of
j
I
authority to the Army. Wliile overseas, patient had several !'
extramarital affairs, followed by drinking because of his
i;
feelings of guilt and remorse. His wife learned of this be-
|
havior and wrote tlireatening to leave him. Immediately, his
present serious symptoms appeared and led to hospitalization.
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state and extremely depressed, as well as continuing his
gastro-intestinal disturbances. He was returned to this I
country and given a medical discharge; diagnosis: Psycho- |
neurosis, Anxiety state. After a short interval of work,
j
patient returned to college from which he was referred to thei
clinic.
Patient attacks of illness have practically always
i
been in reaction to difficulties with his mother, sister or
wife. Throughout his early life he had practically no con-
|
tact with men and even now complains of the fact that he getgi
along much better with women, particularly older ones, where-
as with men he is shy and withdrawn. He developed a somewiiat'
ambivalent attitude towards the mother in the sense that he
,
admired her strength of character, searched for her affect-
ion and interests but, at the same time, felt definitely op-
|
pressed by her domination. This was also true of his re- II
lationship to his older sister and to his wife. He felt thiai
paradoxical attitude towards women that he needed their sup-
port yet objected to their domination. He could secure theii^j
II
sympathy when he was sick and, at the same time, felt that he:
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OCCURRENCES OF ORGANIC AND PSYCHOGENIC
DISTURBANCES IN FAIIILIES
I
Because some investigators feel that the pattern of a
j
'
psychosomatic gastro-intestinal disorder is established on ji
the basis of identification, the writer analyzed her cases
jj
to see if there was any evidence of this possibility.
In eleven of the thirteen cases studied, the father or
||
father figure showed either a frank gastric ailment or a dis-j
turbance which may be related to the gastro-intestinal sys-
|
tern. These disturbances include two cases of diagnosed ul-
cers and six cases of alcoholism. In one case, the foster
father of the patienu died of cancer of the mouth wiiich may I
have been unconsciously connected by the patient with the
!
functions of the gastro-intestinal system. In a great ma-
|
jority of the cases, the father or father figure is des-
cribed as having had vague gastric difficulties which may I
have been of a psychosomatic nature. Typical to this group
;
are the following excerpts from the ease histories: "Father
had nausea, loose bowels and stomach difficulties all his
life", "Father showed gastro-intestinal symptoms of *sick
stomach* for many years", "Father had a ’nervous stomach’
;
and had zo watch carefully what he ate."
The mother or mother figure did not show this trend to
;
gastro-intestinal difficulties. Three were reputedly in
;
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good health, two had gastric difficulties, and eight suf-
fered from other disturbances of either an organic or a psy-
chosomatic nature. Of this latter group, two suffered pri-
marily from essential hypertension, two from diabetes, two
from arthritis, and two from a heart ailment.
Concerning the siblings, the evidence is rather in-
conclusive. One patient had no siblings. Six patients had
siblings reputedly in good health, although in two of these
six cases the fact could not be definitely ascertained. Dwo
other patients had siblings with organic disturbances, dia-
betes in one case and a congenital neurological anomaly in
the other. Only three patients had siblings who showed funk
gastro-intestinal disturbances. The latter included such
difficulties as colitis, "nervous stomach", gas pains and
vague digestive difficulties.
From this very limited investigation it would appear
that there is a tendency for patient with gastro-intestinal
difficulties to come from families where the pattern of ill-
ness is already set. Although both the father and mother
figures suffer from organic or psychosomatic disturbances in
the great majority of cases, it seems that the patient tends
to identify with the father figure in the choice of the lo-
cation of the difficulty, and in many cases in the choice of
exact symptoms portrayed.
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FAMILY CONSTELLATION AND EARLY HOME BACKGROUND
In studying these patients, it was found that there was
a rather typieal faciily oonstellation or mother-father re-
lationship. This consisted of a weak ineffectual father fi-
gure coupled with a strong and domineering mother figure.
Statistically this pattern oocurred in eleven of the thir-
teen cases and may te assumed to be true of the twelfth case
also since the father figure was absent.
Typical excerpts from the social histories describe the
father as ”a neurotic ineffectual person who has had very
little to say in family management'*, **a rather shadowy per-
sonality, subordinate to his wife", "a very much henpecked,
submissive husband."
On the other hand, the mother figure is strong and domi-
neering. Typical excerpts read: "The mother is hypercriti-
cal, domineering and frustrates every attempt on the patients
part to undertake anything on his own initiative." "The
mother was alternately solicitous and protective, domineer-
ing and exacting." "The patient was completely dominated by
his mother who made all decisions for him, even as far as his
circle of friends, the clothing that he wore and the amuse-
ments that he chose."
Coupled with this mother-father relationship was an
early home background which hindered the patient from devaLop-
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ing into a secure and stable adult. In three cases the home
was disorganized, that is, there was desertion or more or
less continual partings between the parents, and in six cases
there was much conflict in the home with continual bickering
and arguing between the parents. In six cases there was much
economic stress with the families being on and off relief,
constantly in debt, freq^uently moving because of non-payment
of bills, etc.
More important, however, in ten of these thirteen cases,
there was a paradoxical attitude on the part of the mother
of extreme over-protection coupled with basic emotional cold-
ness. This pattern was found in ten of the thirteen cases
studied.
From the foregoing it would appear that in this group
of families of gastro-intestinal patients there tends to be
a reversal of the mother-father relationship usual or typi-
cal of our society. The father is a submissive parent, the
mother the dominant one. In addition, the mother tends to
be a domineering and over-protective person. This possi-
bility may lead to ambivalent feelings towards the opposite
sex and to difficulty in defining and playing the masculine
role in society, which some investigators believe to be the
unconscious basis of some psychosomatic gastro-intestinal
disturbances.
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Upon analysis of the thirteen studied cases, it appeared
to this writer that there were eight outstanding character-
istics which occurred freq_uently and were common to most of
this group.
The first of these characteristics was body build. In
ten of the thirteen cases, the patients were definitely of
the asthenic type, fairly tall and slender.
The entire group seems to have both strong dependency
needs and a passive feminine orientation. In some cases this
was deduced from psychological tests, especially the Rors-
chach, and in some cases from the social histories. These
personality traits would seem to tie in with and be the re-
sult of the family constellation and early home background
previously described.
In eleven of the thirteen cases, it was found that the
patients related better to women, especially older women.
When they married or chose love objects, the majority ox the
times the women were either q.uite a bit older or of a much
more mature make-up. The majority of the patients did not re-
late too easily or well to members of their own sex and fre-
q.uently stated that they felt ill at ease in the company of
other men.
Eleven of the thirteen men could be classified as sub-
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missive persons who allowed others to make the majority of
their decisions for them. All the married men but one had
definitely relinguished the reins of leadership to their wivts
v/ho determined the family budget, social activities, etc.
All thirteen of these men were highly sensitive, a
characteristic which most of them reported themselves. If
rebuffed or rebuked in the slightest, especially by their
families, they invariably felt the hurt keenly and for a long
period of time.
Coupled with this sensitivity and submissiveness, how-
ever, was the tendency for temperaniental outbursts which was
found in ten of the thirteen men. These outbursts seem to
appear without due cause or provocation and are usually di-
rected at some member of the family, particularly the mother
or the v/ife. This expression of hostility is, however, short-
lived and the patient returns to his previous quiet and sub-
missive behavior.
In all thirteen of the cases, the attacks of illness
seemed to be related to inhibited aggression. As a group,
they tended almost from childhood to run from any expression
of aggression directed at them and to have very great dif-
ficulty expressing aggression themselves. As adults, their
attacks tended to occur when they felt hostility towards a
person or situation but could not find an outlet for it. in
some cases, the patients themselves were aware of this re-
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Asthenic physical tuild 10 3 0
Strong dependency needs 13 0 0
Passive feciinine orientation 13 0 0
Relates easier to women,
especially when older 11 0 2
Suomissiveness 11 2 0
Sensitivity 13 0 0
Temperamental outbursts 10 2 1
Relationship of attacks
to inhibited aggression 13 0 0
This is not a random selection of characteristics,
tut a selection of those seeming to te outstanding
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S0I.1ATIC FACTORS IH PATIEHTS THROUGH ADOLESCEHCE
In attempting to analyze the somatic factors demonstrated,
ty these patients through adolescence, the v/riter discovered '
that there did not appear as high a correlation as in the pre-!
viously considered aspects.
Numerically, it may be stated that three of these patient®
had good health as children, five had fair health, and five
had definitely poor health with constant illnesses both slight'
and serious.
Nine of this group suffered from unusual illnesses or
operations. These ranged from fractures and appendectomies
to pneumonia and scarlet fever. The most common complaint '
!
was freguent headaches from which almost half of the group
suffered in ehildhood. In four of the cases there was de-
finite evidence of gastro-intestinal difficulties wiiich be-
gan around school age. These patients had stomacli^ches and
episodes of vomiting which, according to their parents, oc-
curred when the child was excited or "nervous."
Some investigators believe that a gastro-intestinal dif-
ficulty occurring in very early childhood before the person-
|
ality development of the child is complete, coupled with a ;!
simultaneous traumatic experience, may set the pattern for :
later psycho soroatic gastro-intestinal disturbances. This
writer was unable to discover any instances of very early
I
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gastro-intestinal difficulties. Possibly this may be because
stomachjaches or occasional vomiting are so common among young
children as to be considered unimportant by the parents and
consequently forgotten.
In summation, it may be stated the majority of these
patients (ten out of thirteen) did not have good health as
children, and that a majority suffered illnesses or opera-
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The thirteen oases which were studied by the writer •
varied considerably in the level of education attained. One
man was a student in graduate school. Tliree others were col-
lege graduates and one of this group was planning on further
study. Four men had graduated from high school and one had
completed the tenth grade, leaving at his father* s req,uest.
Three of the men had either been graduated from or attended
the eighth grade; and one patient, who was educated in an un-
graded school, completed the eiiuivalent of the fourth grade.
In analyzing their scholastic adjustments, it was found
that six of these men made good scholastic adjustments, which
the writer interpreted as meaning consistently high grades.
Three of the group made a fair scholastic adjustment, that is,
they managed to pass their subjects, although it was with oc-
casional difficulty. Four of the group made a poor scholastic
adjustment, that is, they received many poor grades and fre-
quently repeated school terms. In most cases, it was felt by
the writer that the level of scholastic adjustment was con-
sistent with the intelligence of the men.
The writer also considered the social adjustment which
was made^by these patients while in school. In seven eases
it was either excellent or good, the patient was well liked
by his teachers and contemporaries, participated in extra-
loofice
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earrioular activities, although usually as a follower, and
generally adjusted well to school routine and responsibili-
ties. In four oases there was considered to be a fair ad-
justment. The patients did not get into outstanding diffi-
culties with school authority, and were accepted by their
school-mates. This group adjusted to school routine and re-
sponsibilities in a passive manner as contrasted with the
first group. Only two patients were considered by this writer
as having made a poor adjustment. They appear to have been
more or less continually in mischief and were constant dis-
ciplinary problems. In one of these cases, however, the
patient made a fair scholastic adjustment and both of these
men were well liked by their school companions. The majority
of the thirteen patients stated that they liked and enjoyed
school.
In summation it may be stated that nine of the thirteen
men made a fair to good social adjustment in school. There
does not appear to be a correlation between these points; in
almost half of the cases the patient’s level of scholastic
adjustment differed from his social adjustment.
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This group of thirteen patients showed a rather high de-
gree of similarity in the type of social adjustment which
they made.
Kine of the men had made no identification with any or-
ganized groups; and four of them had made fair identifica-
tions, this is, they belonged to a few organized groups but
were rather inactive. The great majority of the men had not
at anytime in their lives demonstrated evidence of leadership
although a few had risen to responsible positions either in
school or in the Army. In line with this lack of leadership
ability, the group showed a marked lack of independence in
making their own social decisions.
By and large, this group preferred inactive and solitaiy
recreation like reading or other "cultural” pursuits. In the
two cases in which active recreation was preferred, both
patients seemed to choose individual activities like swim-
ming and running, rather than group activities. Eleven of
the thirteen patients had made either very 'fev/ or no friends
outside the family group, and the friendships they had were
usually of a rather casual nature. On the whole, these men
were shy and reserved, in some cases almost seclusive. They
tended to have feelings of inferiority or envy in social sit-
uations, and to be quite suspicious about the atcitade of
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for the patient and tinges of Intellectual radi-
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Independence in making own
decisions and leadership 11 2 0
ability.
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SEXUAL ALJrjSTlIEIIT
In almost all of the thirteen oases studied, the patientfi
reported that their sex education had been obtained from
friends with much resultant misinformation. As a general rul£|p
their families did not allow questions or discussions of sex-
ual matters and in many instances the men stated that they can
recall being punished for displaying sexual curiosity. They
did not conform to any uniform pattern during adolescence,
some showing an early interest in the opposite sex and some
not dating until in their late teens or early twenties.
Of this group, one man was divorced, six were married,
and six were single. Almost all of them (twelve or thirteen)
expressed or displayed considerable ambivalence about mar-
riage. In some cases this was shown by the frequent choice
of love objects whom the patient c.ould not marry. In some
cases it was shown by the man’s continual breaking off with
girl friends whenever the relationship reached a point where
marriage was considered. In other cases it was demonstrated
by very long engagements during which the patient formed in-
numerable excuses and reasons for postponing the date of mar-
riage .
In general, these patients did not seek the usual amount
of sexual activity but were either very promiscuous or else
inhibited. The five men who fell into the first group seemied
II.
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to have begun participating in heterosexual activity at q^uite
an early age, usually around forteen or fifteen. In most of
these cases, it was not that the girl was greatly loved or
desired, but that she presented an obstacle to be overcome,
a way of affirming their masculinity, and particularly a
means of achieving status among their contemporaries. Most
of this group were proud of their successes with women and
considered themselves as popular Don Juans.
The other group, whom the writer felt were inhibited,
consisted of seven men, three of whom were married and one
engaged. These patients, during adolescence, had exhibited
almost no interest in the opposite sex. In the cases of the
married or engaged men, the love object was the only one they
had ever chosen. They were reserved and usually avoided any
physical expression of affection. In one case, the husband
suffered from premature ejaculation. In general these men
were unable to express any sexual desires or conflicts in the
interview sessions with the psychiatrists ana blocked when-
ever the subject was brought up.
In summation, the outstanding factors in the sexual ad-
justments of these men to be (1) ambivalence towards marriage
and (E) either promiscuity or inhibition of sexual activity.
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Choice of older love object 11
Ambivalence towards marriage 12
Promiscuous 6





























In analyzing the employment adjustment of these men, it !
was found that seven of them were prone to job changes every
five or six months. In many cases personality elements were
the important factors, with the patients developing a dis-
like for either their employers or fellow employees and feel-
ing that they could not continue v/orking under these un-
pleasant circumstances or they would become dissatisfied with
the job itself, feeling that they were not receiving suffi-
cient recognition or pay. Very few of these men were fired
from their jobs but they would resign and move on to "greener
pastures" where soon they would find their ^difficulties re-
peated.
Six of the thirteen patients were not prone to frequent
job changes but seemed to have found a position which satis-
fied them. Upon analysis it was discovered that the majority
of these men worked alone, under a minimum of supervision,
and at jobs which required little initiative and involved no
great responsibilities.
It was felt that only three of these men were working up
to their best capabilities and of these three, two were known
to be of low average intelligence. In the remaining ten
cases, the men tended to be of a rather high intelligence but
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was felt that these ten men were capable of much more than
they were actually doing at that time.
All thirteen men showed an intense dislike for close
supervision and an inability to tolerate this supervision for
any length of time. In many cases this was enough motivation
for patients to leave otherwise satisfactory jobs. The
patients uniformly described their supervisors as being hy-
percritical and domineering, and freQ.uently could trace the
onset of an attack of illness to being rebuked by their supes
visors. In addition, all thirteen men showed a dislike of
responsibility and tended to choose rather routine jobs in
which they would not be required to think independently or
make important decisions. In most cases they were conscious
of this dislike of responsibility
,
and they verbalized it in
more or less the same terms as one patient who said he ”would
fall to pieces if I ever had to make a decision which turned
out to be wrong."
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Freq.uent ^o'D changes 7. 6
Working up to test
capatilities
3 10
Dislike of supervision 13 0
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In this group of thirteen patients, twelve served in
the military service while one was classified 4F because of
psychoneurotic disability. Their total time in service -varied
from 42 months to 2 months, with a mean average of 23.17
months. Their total time overseas varied from 29 months to
0 months, with a mean average of 12.38 months. The highest
ranking man was an Army lieutenant and the lov/est an Army
private or the naval equivalent. The majority of the men
were either privates or corporals, a s^)iuation to be expected
in view of their poor attitude towards authority and responsi-
bility.
Ten of these twelve men developed their present symptoms
while in service, although several had had very minor com-
plaints of the same nature before their induction. Two deve-
loped their present symptoms later, one immediately upon dis-
charge. Those factors which, in the writer’s opinion, pre-
cipitated the illness, y/ill be discussed later.
Ten of these men were hospitalized while in service from
periods varying from six months to a few days, and in the
majority of the cases the hospitalization was for a gastro-
intestinal disturbance.
Upon analysis it was found that five of these men made
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their duties in a highly creditable manner and appeared to
haT0 enjoyed their service experiences, especially the free-
dom from responsibility. In seven of the cases, there was a
poor adjustment to the military situation. The majority of
these men hated the service and were disgusted with every-
thing connected with it, particularly the routine and the ne-
cessary restrictions under which they chafed. Thera was much
hostility, some recognized and some repressed, towards their
superior officers, and an excessive amount of griping.
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At the risk of oversimplifying, the writer decided that
there were four factors which seemed to te of particular im-
portance in precipitating the psychosomatic gastro-intestinal
difficulties in this group of men: the death of a family
member, a conflict over increased responsibilities, a con-
flict with/over family or fiancee, and difficulty with mili-
tary authority.
In three cases, the illness appeared after the death of
a family member which in two instances was the mother or
mother surrogate. Since the personality structure and family
relationships of these patients has already been discussed,
the extreme trauma of this will be obvious to the reader.
In five of the cases the precipitating factors of the
illness seemed xo include a conflict over increased and fear-
ed responsibilities. In one instance, the patient had been
promoted to lieutenant; in another instance, the patient’s
wife became pregnant which meant not only the added responsi-
bility of a child but also a good many debts. In the re-
mainder of cases, the patients were about to be shipped over-
seas or to return to their units where, as one patient ex-
pressed it, they "would be put to the test."
In five cases, the writer believes the illness was pre-
cipitated by a conflict with or over the patient’s parents.
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wife, or fiancee. For example, in one case the patient be-
came ill after meeting his very domineering mother-in-law who
reminded him of the spinster aunts who had cared for him in
his childhood. In another case the patient’s wife threatened
to leave him, and the possibility of losing his v;ife (in this
case, mother-surrogate) was enough to produce his illness.
In other instances the patients were approaching marriage and
displayed much anxiety and amibivalence about their fiancees
and about marriage in general.
Five of these men, it is believed, developed their ill-
I
nesses because of difficulties with Army authority. They
were unable to accept the Army routine and regulation and
could not tolerate discipline of any sort. As a conseq.uence
,
they tended to come into conflict with their superior offieers.
On the whole, it appeared that those men whose military
adjustment was good developed illnesses precipitated by fac-
tors external to the military situation; whereas those men
whose military adjustment was poor, developed illnesses pre-
cipitated by factors inherent in the military set-up.
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Death of family member 3
Conflict over increased responsibilities 5
Conflict with family, wife, or fiancee 5
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As has been previously stated, the thirteen patients
studied in this thesis were selected on the basis of diag-
nosed psychosomatic gastro-intestinal disorders. The writer
was interested to discover that although gastro-intestinal
disorders are reputedly the most common, the number of such
cases available for study was limited. The writer was also
interested in noting that the gastro-intestinal symptoms in
twelve cases out of thirteen appeared in conjunction with
psychosomatic symptoms of other bodily systems.
Combined with the psychosomatic symptoms, organic symp-
tonis of a gastro-intestinal nature occurred in four cases;
two cases of diagnosed ulcers and two of a pathological colon4
There was also one case of previously frozen feet.
The psychogenic symptoms of a gastro-intestinal nature
were q^uite varied. Five of the patients suffered predomi-
nantly from vague gastric pains and four from diarrhea. Ihere
were four cases of nausea and vomiting, two of ulcers, and
two of excessive burping. In one case the complaint was con-
stipation and in another case loss of appetite.
The non-gastro-intestinal symptoms do not appear to have
any uniformity. Feelings of anxiety were present in almost
all of the thirteen cases. Other symptoms wliich occurred in
two or more patients included headaches, shortness of breath.
3 J ,'« e I V- ijq
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premature ejaculation, and pains in the legs, arms, or back.
It seems to the writer that the outstanding conclusion
from this analysis of the clinical picture is the thesis that
gastro-intestinal symptoms very rarely occ^or singly but are
usually combined with a great variety of other psychosomatic
disturbances.
•
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Psychogenic Symptoms Organic Symptoms
Castro-intestinal Other G-astro-intestinal Other
13 12 41
TABLE XII
ANALYSIS 0? CASTRO- INTESTINAL PSYGHOCENIC SYMPTOMS
Gastric pains 5




Loss of appetite 1
Constipation 1
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TREATIIEIIT AND RESULTS
The writer found that in this group of thirteen patients,
the greatest number of visits per patient as of 7-31-47 was
58. The lowest number of visits was 4, while the mean aver-
: age was 18. 4S.
' In consultation with the psychiatrists the writer felt
;
that four of this group had received intensive psychotherapy
,
tl.at is, the psychiatrist attempted to interpret the patient's
unconscious motivation and behavior to him to help him re-
solve his unconscious conflicts. Nine of the patients re-
ceived superficial psychotherapy that is, reassurance and
manipulative tecliniq.ues plus some interpretation primarily on
an intellectual basis. In addition, the social work staff
rendered services to nine of the patients. The latter in-
cluded interpreting the clinic and clinic procedures to both
the patients and their families, and making referrals to
other social service agencies when a suitable problem v/as un-
covered.
Of this group, it was felt that four of the men showed
excellent results of treatment. They had developed more or
less complete insight into their own personalities, they liad '
made a satisfactory life adjustment, and their symptoms were
!|
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Seven of this group showed fair results of treatment.
In the majority of cases, they liad developed some little in-
sight into their difficulties and there v/as varied allevia-
tion of symptoms, although in no case were the symptoms en-
tirely removed.
Two of the patients showed poor results of treatment.
In both cases they resisted insight and broke off treatment
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IV SUiaCARY AND CONCLUSION
In this thesis the writer studied thirteen patients
treated at the Psychosomatic Clinic, Worcester City Hospital.
These patients were selected on the basis of a diagnosis of
a psychosomatic condition of a gastro-intestinal type plus
the factor of availability. These patients were all men.
They were all veterans of World War 11 with the exception of
one rejectee. They ranged in age from 18 years to 31 years
with a mean average of 25.31 years. Of this group, six were
married, six were unmarried and one was divorced.
In the course of this thesis, the writer attempted to
discover similarities or differences found in this group as
evidenced by the social histories.
It appeared that this group was homogeneous in many re-
spects. There seemed to be a tendency for patients with gas-
tro-intestinal difficulties to come from families where the
pattern of illness was already set. Although both the father
and mother figures suffered from organic or psychosomatic
disturbances in the great majority of cases, it seemed that
the patient tended to identify with the father figure in the
choice of the location of the difficulty, and in many cases
in the choice of the exact symptoms portrayed.
In the families of gastro-intestinal patients, there
tended to be a reversal of the mother-father relationship
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usual or typical of our society. The father was the sub-
missive parent, the mother the dominant one. In addition,
the mother tended to be a domineering and overprotect ive per-
son.
Ij'pon analysis, it appeared to this /writer that there
were eight outstanding characteristics which occurred fre-
q.uently and which were common to most of this group. They
were an asthenic body build, strong dependency needs, a pas-
sive feminine orientation, relating easier to women, es-
pecially older women, submissiveness, sensitivity, tempera-
mental outbursts, and attacks of illness which were invaria-
bly related to inhibited aggression.
The writer was unable to discover a particularly high
correlation of the patients’ somatic conditions through ad-
olescence. The majority of them, however, did not have good
health as children and suffered illnesses or operations other
than the usual childhood diseases.
With regard to school adjustment, a small number of the
men made a fair to good scholastic adjustment and a larger
majority made a fair to good social adjustment in school.
There did not appear to be a correlation between these points
in almost half of the cases the patient’s level of scholas-
tic adjustment differed from his social adjustment.
These men showed a rather high degree of similarity in
the type of social adjustment wliich they made. The majority
: T UH
'
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of them had made a poor identification with organized groups.
They demonstrated a lack of leadership ability and a lack of
independence in making social decisions. They preferred in-
active or solitary recreation and had either very few or no
friends outside the family group.
With regard to their sexual adjustment, almost all of
the men expressed or displayed considerable ambivalence about
marriage. In addition, these patients did not seek the usual
amount of sexual activity but were either very promiscuous or
inhibited.
In analyzing the employment adjustment of these men, the
writer found that about half were prone to freq.uent job
changes, and a large majority were not working up to their
best capabilities. All showed an intense dislike for close
supervision and an inability to tolerate this supervision for
any length of time. In addition, they also showed a dislike
of responsibility and tended to choose jobs in which they
need not think independently or make important decisions.
With regard to military adjustment, the majority of the
men were either privates or corporals, a situation to be ex-
pected in view of their poor attitude towards authority and
responsibility. In a slight majority of cases there was a
poor adjustment to the military situation, whereas the others
appeared to have enjoyed their service experiences, espec-
ially the freedom from responsibility. The majority of them
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developed their present symptoms while in the service and
were hospitalized for varying periods for gastro-intestinal
disturbances.
;i
ij At the risk of over-simplifying, the writer decided that
!
there were four factors which seemed to be of immediate im-
ii
portance in precipitating these psychosomatic gastro-intesti-
I
' nal difficulties. They are: the death of a family member,
i
'I
a conflict over increased responsibilities, a conflict with
or over family or fiancee, and difficulty with military au-
ij
thority. On the whole, it appeared that those men whose
{
military adjustment was good, developed illnesses precipi-
tated by factors inherent in the military set-up.
I,
As was stated in the introduction, it is known in a
ii
I
general way that constitutional predisposition, personal
i
I
developmental occurrences, and social stress situations may
;i combine to produce the symptom complex. Various investiga-
i
tors, however, differ on the relative importance of these
i| tliree.
;j
The writer’s study has lead her to some conclusions
l|
||
based on the limited amount of material available. Psycho-
i'
genic gastro-intestinal disturbances do not seem to develop
I
either entirely on the basis of constitutional predisposition,
I
or entirely on the basis of relationship with parents, or en-
^ tirely on the basis of situational stress situations, but al-
I
ways on the basis of a comoination of all tliree factors.
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These factors, however, are inter-related in a definite fash-
ion. A constitutional predisposition amplified dy early ex-
periences with parents or siblings, and particularly where
there seems to be a transposition of the male-female rela-
tionship in the early home, set the stage for the develop-
ment of this disturbance. The precipitation then takes place
usually in reaction to environmental stress which seems to
have in it elements of the earlier predisposing factors.
Clinically the patients presented a varied gastro-in-
testinal picture which included gastric pains, no.usea and
vomiting, diarrhea, diagnosed ulcers, excessive belching,
loss' of appetite, and constipation. In all but one case the
gastro-intestinal symptoms appeared in conjunction with psy-
chosomatic symptoms of other bodily systems.
Regarding treatment, the writer found that the number ol
visits ranged from 4 to 58 with a mean average of 18.42.
The majority of the patients received superficial psycho- i
therapy and had fair results. In those few patients where
|
intensive treatment was possible, either because of a long
!
contact or because the patient’s experiences and personality
helped towards early insight, there were excellent results
of treatment. In those few patients where either no rapport
was developea or where the patient displayed much resistance
to insight, there was no satisfactory treatment.
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1. Sources of Information .
A. Name; address; relationship; how interviewed (letter,
Questionnaire, personal interview).
B. Length and intimacy of acq.uaintance with patient,
C. Evaluation of reliability and adeq.uacy of information.
11. Circumstances leading to referral .
A. Onset of present illness in detail.
B. In what way has this caused patient to become a so-
cial problem?
m Family Hi story
Give in complete detail as possible;
1. Names, addresses if living, causes of death;
E. Occurrence of cancer, tuberculosis, diabetes; of men-
tal and neurological illness;
3. Details of social-economic background (get as much
specific identifying data as possible re; age, ordi-








1. Father: complete description of early life.
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occupation, marriage, and relations with pa-
tient and other members of family; health and
personality.
S. Mother: same as above
3.
Siblings: complete information, especially re-
lations with patient; note also sibling deaths
and their effect on patient
D. Wife (Wives): Complete and detailed information.
E. general statement of family’s cultural and social
background and position in community.
IV. Personal History .
Prenatal and birth: Mother’s health, psychological
status and family circumstances during her preg-
nancy; delivery.
B. Infancy and Pre-School Period
1. Developmental: Age of weaning, walking, talking,
toilet training, etc., and reaction to these.
2. Medical History
3. Unusual or significant emotional experiences




1. Academic record; school reports, etc.
2. Special interests, abilities, weaknesses; how
reacted to success and failure.
3. Relationship with teachers, other pupils, parti-
3. cipation in school activities and extra-carr icu-
lar activities.





2. Interested more in religious aspects or in so-
cial aspects?
i
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1. When began to work first, summer work.
E. What jobs specifically has he held (dates, wages,
kind of work)?
3. Relationship to employer, fellow-workers. !
4. Attitudes toward his work (specific and general)
J
a. How does he react to success and failure?
b. Interest
F. Emigration and Settlement
1. Dates, place from which emigrated
5. Particular emphasis on ease of readjustment from
old group to new one.
a. Old attitudes and customs retained.
b. Attitude toward new customs, mores, etc.




1. Date of enlistment and discharge; company, posi-
tion, reason for discharge, compensation.
2. Attitude toward military situation; toward war.
a. Consistent with previous attitudes or
source of conflict.
H. Delinq^uencies and Court Record
1. Record of offenses, penalties, etc.
E, Evaluation of apparent causes of these conflicts
with the authorities.
a. Relation of difficulties to home, school,
;
community.
1. Adaptation to Significant Individuals and G-roups
Ii*rom Childhood to Onset of Present Illness
A. Childhood
1. Playmates: kind, number, relation to them
a. Follower or leader
b. Many friends, a few close friends, a
"lone wolf."
0 . Preference for siblings or for outside
playmates.
E. Relationship with family
a. Protected, babied; encouraged to be in- i
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dependent; given responsibilities and duties
from an early age. 1) How did he accept this
role as defined by family?
b. Specific relationship with father, mother,
siblings; other relatives in home.
B. Relationship to; (this is to te descriptive analy-








5. Political, community groups
C. Relationship to Opposite Sex
1. History of sexual development
2. Attitude toward sex mores of group
a. Prudish, promiscuous or otherwise abnormal.
1
D. Marital Adjustment
1. Date of liiarriage ( s )
;
name of wife (wives); sepa-
rated or divorced, etc.
2. Full description of patient »s role in his marital
family group.
a. Attitude toward children; toward spouse;
i
a (definition of their roles in the family
gr oup
.
3. Attitude toward parental family group as related
to the marital one.
4 . Sexual adjustment
a. General attitude toward sexual relationships
£. General Description of Personality
1. As a child, adolescent, adu^t.
a. Note any changes in personality and discover
any changes in social situation that might
have influenced these.
F. Recreational interests and activities.
1. Active; sports, clubs, etc.
2. Literary, artistic, musical
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